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Introducing the Marawila Scenarios
This document describes the four scenarios that came out of a scenario
building workshop held by the Donor Working Group on the Peace Process in
Sri Lanka (DWG). The event was facilitated by the Clingendael Institute and
the Berghof Foundation. The scenarios are named after the place where they
were created: Marawila, about 50 kilometres north of Colombo. This
introductory section aims to clarify the purpose of constructing scenarios and
explains how to use them for policy planning. It especially serves as a
background to DWG members and readers of these scenarios that were not
present during the process of their creation. Detailed information on the
Marawila scenario building process is provided in: Frerks, Georg, Marc
Moquette, Bart Klem and Chris Devillers, Report Scenario Building Workshop
on the Sri Lankan Peace Process (2004), Colombo: Clingendael Institute /
Berghof Foundation.
Scenarios are stories about alternative ways in which situations may develop
in the future. Stories are an ancient and well-tested way of ordering
knowledge and enabling complex situations to be examined from different
points of view. In a similar way, scenarios describe possible future
developments in the operational environment of an organisation. Every
scenario outlines a different, internally coherent evolution of events and
trends over time. The stories map out open-minded perspectives on possible
chains of cause and effect. Scenarios are no predictions. They say nothing
about relative probability. They are simply constructed for the purpose of
increasing our understanding of events and determining the underlying
forces. As a result, scenario planning can help policy makers identify the
direction contemporary developments are taking.
Scenarios are stories about the future, but they also offer alternative
interpretations of current events. Each scenario outlines a fundamentally
different evolution of trends and events and so each confers a different
meaning of the present. In this way, scenarios purposefully cast doubt on
existing assumptions and expectations about the future. Each scenario offers
users a common context based on a coherent set of assumptions. Some
people will find ‘their’ assumptions about the future reflected in one scenario,
while others will identify more with another. Sometimes assumptions are
almost universally accepted within an organisation or among a group of
people. In other cases, dissenting views may exist, but remain unexpressed.
In both cases collaborative efforts usually are less efficient or effective than
necessary. The articulation of alternative scenarios is a powerful tool to
overcome such forms of stagnation.
The scenario planning method has a rich history. First used as a means of
military planning shortly after the Second World War, scenarios are now
produced by many companies and international organisations as a way of
increasing understanding of their operational environment. The scenarios
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developed by Royal Dutch Shell are well known all over the world and have
at times played a crucial part in determining the strategy of this company.
Over recent decades, political scenarios have also been constructed for many
different countries. The most renowned are probably the ‘Mont Fleur’
scenarios produced on the eve of the abolition of apartheid in South Africa in
a collaborative effort between high-level representatives of the main
contending and interested parties in that conflict. That process, as well as the
essential message delivered by the scenario stories that were collaboratively
developed, greatly contributed to the peaceful character of the transition of
power.
Scenarios do not provide an objective view on reality; they are
interpretations. The stories reflect the way we look at reality. Many of us can
subject our past ideas and assumptions to critical scrutiny. Yet to do the
same for our currently held beliefs is much more difficult. The same applies
to organisations, which obviously consist of people. They find it difficult to
acknowledge and express future uncertainties, when they are trying to plan
their strategies or policies. It is much easier to depart from a firm belief that
all relevant events will occur in a particular pattern and at a particular pace.
Such assumptions constitute what is referred to as an “official future” or as
“group think”. It may simplify policy-making, result-based budgeting or the
management of an organisation, but it rarely helps to render a specific
strategy more incisive. The failure to query underlying assumptions may be
partly due to factors such as use of language, the straightjacket of applied
scientific disciplines or political preferences. Whatever the reason, this failure
will prevent the development of alternative ideas about the future. Ideas that
create the agency of any organisation or process to adapt to changing
circumstances and to start shaping one’s surrounding in line with its own
vision of the future. At that moment, processes may become cutting-edge
and inspiring. Often, such critical innovations of vision start in the margins of
a process or organisation.
Scenario building helps participants to recognise the variety of possible
perspectives people may take. This is particularly important when the stakes
are high, such as in the Sri Lanka peace process. On the pages that follow,
the Marawila Scenarios on the future of the peace process of Sri Lanka show
a number of alternative futures.
The scenarios developed at Marawila do not represent simple extrapolations
from the present or linear predictions. As such they also do not represent any
particular participant’s private, institutional or country’s official views or
policies on the past, present or future in Sri Lanka or otherwise. Likewise, the
scenarios do not represent any views or policies of the Clingendael Institute
or the Berghof Foundation, as the facilitators and organisers of the scenario
building workshop. During the workshop, participants designed the outlines
of the four scenarios, elaborated parts of the plots and came up with
illustrative fragments. In line with these plots, the editors have taken on the
task to add further detail and complete the scenarios in their present form.
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To facilitate the free type of discussions needed for scenario building, the
participants at the Marawila workshop worked on the basis of the Chatham
House rules. This implies that no attributions are made to what individual
participants have said during the workshop. It was also agreed that the
results would be considered confidential and be distributed only among the
DWG members and their respective Heads of Mission, unless decided
otherwise by the DWG.
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Scenario 1 - De Facto Split
Though hopes for a peaceful future have long been kept alive, the
coming year becomes a fatal turning point in the Sri Lankan peace
process. The deteriorating political and economic situation instils
chaos in the South of the country and effectively blocks all further
progress towards peace. Subsequent elections with contradictory
results fail to produce political clarity. As the Sri Lankan state
crumbles, the Tamil Tigers consolidate their de facto Eelam state and
request recognition from the United Nations. Low intensity violence
persists after the Tigers capture the Jaffna peninsula.
Political crisis in the South
In the provincial elections of June 2004, the Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna
(JVP) books impressive progress in the Southern Province, making the
Marxist party less amenable to compromise in the national government.
Moreover, due to its small parliamentarian support base and internal
divisions, the coalition fails to install a Constituent Assembly. As a result,
constitutional reforms do not materialise. This constrains the overall
effectiveness of the coalition. Tensions and mutual dissent rise and
eventually the coalition between the People’s Alliance (PA) and the JVP
breaks down. The President prorogues Parliament
The Island, 7 January 2005
and resorts to her executive powers to rule by
decree.

Major lay-offs in
Garment Industry

The export of textiles faces a
major setback. The Sri Lankan
export quotas will be cut by
half. This was the outcome of
the World Trade Organisation
(WTO) conference yesterday.
It is anticipated that various
factories in the Katunayake Free
Trade Zone and elsewhere will
face
immediate
financial
difficulties and a massive loss of
employment.
‘This is a complete disaster,’ a
spokesperson of the branch in
Katunayake stated last night.
‘Possibly, factories will be
forced to fire up to 8,000
workers.’

She attempts to resume talks with the Liberation
Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE). The Interim Self
Governing Authority (ISGA) is the prime item on
the agenda. The negotiations soon break down,
however, due to a general lack of mutual trust
and insufficient flexibility of both sides to
compromise on key issues. The subsequent
attempts to establish a loose coalition between
the PA and the United
National Party (UNP)
fail. The positions of
both parties are too
entrenched
and
attitudes among the
key-players are not
conducive
to
cooperation.
Sri Lanka goes to polls again

After fresh Parliamentary elections, the UNP emerges as the largest single
party and forms a coalition government with the Tamil National Alliance and
the Ceylon Workers Congress, with the support of other minority groups. As
already predicted by political analysts, this second political cohabitation of a
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PA President on the one hand and a UNP-led government and Prime Minister
on the other turns out to be unworkable.
In the Presidential elections later that year, the vote is split between several
candidates. The PA candidate wins the election with a small margin, as many
JVP supporters from the South use their vote strategically and support the PA
candidate, who hails from that area and is respected for his personal
integrity. Despite the election of a new President, the problem of an
unwanted and ineffective cohabitation continues to impede effective
government.
As the political crisis deepens, it becomes increasingly difficult to effectively
rule the country, let alone reach consensus on questions of national
importance. The political impasse in the South is compounded by an
economic downturn with a sharp increase in the inflation rate. A lack of
service delivery due to high foreign debt servicing combined with high levels
of unemployment cause major discontent among large parts of the
population. The termination of the Multi-Fibre Agreement with effect from
2005 leads to the closure of several large garment factories. Over eight
thousand - mainly female - workers lose their jobs.
Popular contempt

BBC News, 10 February 2006

Mass protest in Sri Lanka
Disgruntled
civilians
massively headed for the
streets in various parts of Sri
Lanka earlier today. The
popular unrest is the last in a
sequence of protests that
followed
last
year’s
parliamentarian
elections.
Popular
discontent
was
further aggravated by severe
droughts in the South of the
country.
Today, the angry crowd
turned
against
the
government,
which
has
failed to provide adequate

assistance, according to the
rioters.
So far, the riots were
confined to the rural South
of the country. This week,
however, massive rallies
spread
to
the
capital
Colombo and the formerly
tranquil cities of Kandy and
Matale.
Trade unions accuse the
government of ruining the
economy
and
brutally
abandoning the population.

The overall economic
malaise
hits
the
poorest sections of the
population
most
heavily. A marked rise
in the cost of living also
brings further hardship
and
dissatisfaction
among
the
general
public. Massive protests
of the trade unions and
societal
unrest
put
further pressure on the
government.

Severe droughts hit the
Hambantota
District,
while Ratnapura suffers from floods. The government’s incapacity painfully
comes to the fore, when relief services are unable to organise an effective
response. This adds to the misery of the population and the government
faces popular contempt.
The combined effect of the political and economic crises leaves Sri Lanka in a
very vulnerable situation. The year 2006 sees a rise of radical groups, higher
crime rates and the penetration of politics by criminal elements. Genderbased and sexually oriented violence are an ever-larger component of
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reported violent crime. In combination with continued mass protests by trade
unions and university students, radicalisation and a rising crime rate lead to
a further breakdown of the law and order situation in the country.
The first eruptions of violence
An unclaimed ‘terrorist’ attack on a high-ranking army general and the
danger of radical insurgencies lead to an increased army presence and the
reappearance of checkpoints in the capital.
Daily Mirror, 11 April 2007

The Sunday Observer, 23 April, 2008

Army General
killed in Colombo

Sri Lanka a ‘lost paradise’

COLOMBO. A violent car
explosion killed the Army
General Perera in Colombo.
Brig. Fernando and Brig. de
Silva were also among the
victims. Last night, the bomb
exploded close to the Galle Face
green in the heart of the capital.
The President has expressed his
sincere condolences to the
families of the victims and
condemned the perpetrators of
this attack. Sources report that
six suspects were arrested.

GENEVA. Tourist arrivals to
Sri Lanka have dropped
heavily, according to the
World Tourism Report that
was made public yesterday.
The
report
observes
a
decrease of tourist arrivals
from 500,000 in 2004 till less
than 200,000 in 2008. A
spokesperson of the World
Tourism Organisation (WTO)
labeled Sri Lanka a ‘lost
paradise’, at the presentation
of the figures.
He attributed the disappoin-

ting figures largely to the
instability in the North of the
country.
Last
month’s
terrorist attacks on an army
general in Colombo further
sealed Sri Lanka as a ‘ no go
area’. Earlier this year,
embassies
advised
their
nationals to refrain from
traveling in the country. The
hotel industry is suffering
heavily from fall out of
foreign visitors as the political
situation
continues
to
deteriorate.

A failed coup attempt heightens the political uncertainties. By 2008, brain
drain and capital flight are of the order of the day. The tourist sector is on
the verge of collapse, as tourists shy away from the instable island.
At the end of the first decade of the millennium, the South of Sri Lanka faces
a multifaceted crisis that involves the body politic as well as the grassroots.
The overall weakness of the government has seriously compromised the
economic well-being and security of the population that has virtually lost all
confidence in its rulers irrespective from which party - PA or UNP - they
originated. Left with hardly any positive alternatives, the silent majority
resigns to the situation. Despite the latent willingness of the majority to
reconcile with other population groups, the persistent crisis in the country
hardly allows for a positive change of attitudes and society remains prone to
communal and ethnic tension.
LTTE consolidates de facto Eelam
Political fragmentation and impotency in the South reverberate in the North
through an increased assertiveness and radicalisation of LTTE positions. Both
LTTE cadres and the movement’s constituency grow impatient as tangible
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peace dividends remain undelivered and
confidence in Southern intentions shrinks
to a minimum. Within the movement,
hardliners
gain
dominance,
though
attempts to engage strategically with the
donor community still go on.
The movement intensifies the build-up of
de facto state structures and pursues
tougher forms of territorial control. Initially
the Tigers pre-empt all potential challenges
to their hegemony. As the years go by and
their
position
is
consolidated,
the
movement becomes more accommodative
towards the Muslims in the East. As the
first decade of the millennium draws to an
end, there are only sporadic clashes
between armed Muslim youths and LTTE
cadres.

Lankadeepa, 9 September 2005

Take-over by
LTTE hardliners
COLOMBO. Ideological and military
hardliners have taken over the
supremacy in the movement. More
moderate
cadres
within
the
movement have been demoted or
silenced,
reliable
Kilinochchiwatchers say. In a recent meeting of
the cadre, LTTE supremo Vellupillai
Prabhakaran criticised high ranking
cadres
advocating
a
political
solution. He accused them for not
having delivered any tangible
results.

In an attempt to take advantage of the disarray in the South, the LTTE
engineers mass protest marches against the lack of Southern responsiveness
to ‘legitimate claims of the Tamil population’, while at the same time
intensifying recruitment, fundraising and taxation. Though the ceasefire
agreement
officially
remains
intact, violations become ever
more frequent by both sides.
The political chaos in the South
and the toughening stance of the
LTTE gradually lead to an
abandonment
of
the
peace
process. Mutual communications
break down and confidence in
new initiatives evaporates. While
major development programmes
in both the South and the
Protests and marches are common in the North
and South
Northeast continue to receive
funding, donors express concern
over the unfolding scenario. The donor community, however, does not know
how to respond in a coherent and effective manner to the evolving situation,
let alone to stop the downward spiral in the peace process. The major driving
forces of the current conditions are beyond their normal operational realm
and defy their standard repertoires. As the situation deteriorates, ‘Tokyo’
comes to be considered a lost opportunity and sinks into oblivion.
Finally, the peace talks are considered to be a definite failure. The Norwegian
facilitators, the Sri Lanka Monitoring Mission (SLMM) and the co-chairs leave
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the scene. The Donor Aid Group is not
reconvened and aid volumes to Sri Lanka
start falling rapidly. Only humanitarian
assistance
to
war-affected
areas
continues. The International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank withdraw the
Poverty Reduction Growth Facility and
Poverty
Reduction
Stability
Credit
respectively.
Uthayam, 8 June 2006

Prabhakaran briefs heads EU
In an unprecedented move, LTTE-supremo
Prabakharan has received yesterday all
European Union (EU) heads of mission to
discuss the present impasse in the peace talks.
The
LTTE-leader expressed
his
deep
frustration with the ‘irresponsible and
destructive behaviour’ of the Sri Lankan
government.
He told the heads of mission that the LTTE had
waited for four years now since its unilateral
declaration of the ceasefire, without any
significant gesture of the Sri Lankan
government forthcoming. ‘The only option left
for the oppressed Tamil population now is to
take the future in its own hands and declare
the Interim Self Governing Authority effective’,
the leader stated.
He emphasised that the movement ‘welcomes
and encourages the continued co-operation
with the European Union, despite the failure of
the Sinhala chauvinists to deliver.’

Fragment from the editorial of
Divaina, 8 May 2006

What happened to Tokyo?
“In 2003 the donor community
pledged US$ 4.5 billion in aid for Sri
Lanka. Now the country is facing
multiple disasters and humanitarian
needs are greater than ever, the donors
turn their back on Sri Lanka. Out of the
promised amount, only US$ 1.0 billion
has been disbursed and the stance of
the donors is toughening. Former
colonial rulers and traditional Sri
Lankan allies ´express concern´ with
recent developments, but this becomes
a hollow phrase as the international
community passively watches our
country decay.”

Political developments in the South
are now compounded by massive
societal
unrest,
a
deepening
economic crisis and a deteriorating
security situation due to political
violence and high levels of crime in
society at large. The LTTE tries to
impinge upon the donors that despite its attempts during several
years to reach an agreement - it
has now become totally impossible
to carry on negotiations with a
failing state in the South and that
under the present circumstances
the movement will need to act on its own. Having concluded that no
agreement will ever be possible with the Southern polity, the LTTE
unilaterally declares the Interim Self Governing Authority to be effective,
operating the de facto state it had been working on since 2002.
Jaffna falls to the Tigers
With a large number of small boats, the movement launches a massive
attack on the South of the Jaffna peninsula. Soon, Navatkuli and Arialai fall
to the movement. Preventing its troops from getting trapped between two
LTTE fronts, the Sri Lankan forces retreat hastily from Elephant Pass and
attempt to re-consolidate on the Point Pedro, Puttur, Jaffna line. It rapidly
becomes clear, however, that the government’s resistance is broken. As the
majority of the Jaffna population flees the peninsula, LTTE cadres penetrate
into the town and the Palaly high security zone. In a matter of weeks the
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Tigers capture the airport and the Kankesanthurai port. They re-establish
control in Jaffna town. In a legendary speech, Prabakharan refers to his
promise of the late nineties that the ´neocolonialist occupation´ of Jaffna
would be overcome.
Low intensity warfare continues along border
lines, especially the South of the Vanni.
Isolated incidents on the roads to Trincomalee
and Batticaloa occur as well, but do not
escalate in full-scale fighting. Finally, the
Tigers launch an attack on Trinco. Though
India and the United States are evidently
concerned and watch the situation closely,
they do not interfere.
Tigers establish control in key areas
in North

Seeking recognition

Having secured a firm position on the ground, the LTTE now wants to
formalise its de facto control on the Northeastern territory and to gain
international
recognition.
Tamilnet launches a series of
articles on the return of
2004
Weak government coalition
Muslims to Jaffna and in his
Resumed talks on ISGA break
Hero’s
Day
speech
down
Prabhakaran welcomes the
Elections lead to unworkable cohabitation
2005
‘Islamic
Tamils’
to
‘the
LTTE hardliners gain dominance
homeland’.
The
movement
position
Sharp economic downturn
proposes to the Secretary
General and the Security
2006
Droughts propel mass Southern protest
Council of the United Nations
Peace talks fail
(UN) to adopt a formula such
Terrorist strikes in Colombo
as applied in East Timor. The
2007
movement
seeks
the
De facto Eelam state consolidated
assistance of the international
Muslim resistance in the East
community in achieving this
2008
PRGF/PRSC withdrawn
and requests a peacekeeping
force in securing the new
Tigers capture Jaffna peninsula
dispensation.
2009

Low intensity warfare continues
LTTE softens ‘Muslim stance’
Tigers attack Trincomalee

2010

Appeal to UN for recognition of Eelam
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Scenario 2 – Relative Autonomy
Driven by urgent political and financial imperatives, the President
and the Tigers sign a peace deal. This agreement grants relative
autonomy to the Northeast, but maintains the unity of the Sri Lankan
state. Numerous parties feel excluded by the deal and initially public
support is limited. Outright opposition is muted, however, and as
time goes by acceptance rises, despite a few hiccups underlining the
fragility of the process.
Preparing the deal
With fragile support in Parliament and presidential elections in the near
future, the President premeditates her big leap forward. In an attempt to
harvest quick political success, she decides to save the nation from a reescalation of hostilities and a further declining economy. As the rupee
plunges and the share market crashes, the President intensifies the dialogue
with Kilinochchi.
Meanwhile, violent incidents and obscure disappearances persist in the East
of the country. Several times, the forces install curfews in Muthur and
Kinniya as tension rises between Muslims and Tamils in the Koddiya Bay
area. In Eravur, a Divisional Secretary dies in a motor crash that evokes a lot
of speculations. At the Eastern University and among the diaspora, critical
voices are heard about the underdog position of the Batticaloa Tamils in the
Tiger movement. Though they re-established their position in the Batticaloa
and Ampara region, the Tigers realise time is not on their side. They ventilate
their frustration and impatience to the Norwegian facilitators. As secret talks
resume, a diluted form of the Interim Self Governing Authority (ISGA)
proposal seems to come within reach.
The President realises that an
intensive
consensus
building
process within the country would
be very time consuming and bound
to fail in any case. She decides to
opt for an undisclosed deal with
the Tigers in an attempt to succeed
where the United National Party
… and the LTTE leader
opt for secret talks
(UNP)
failed
so
miserably.
The president …
Anticipating opposition and spoiling
from the side of the Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna (JVP), she increases
pressure on the leftist radicals as talks with the Liberation Tigers of Tamil
Eelam (LTTE) are ongoing. Capitalising on the JVP’s ambition to become a
‘serious’ party with government capacity, the President threatens to call a
second snap poll in the early months of 2005. Fearing a division of hard-line
Sinhala votes among the Buddhist parties, the Sri Lanka Freedom Party
(SLFP) and the JVP, the Marxists reluctantly hush their rhetoric.
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Knowing that acceptance of the ISGA proposal in its entirety would swing the
country straight back into political breakdown, the President insists on an
agreement that is not
Daily News, 24 March 2005
‘a stepping stone to
independence’.
She
manages
to
get
concessions from the
LTTE with regard to the
preservation of the Sri
OSLO. President Chandrika
foresees the establishment of an
Bandaranaike
Kumaratunga
Interim Administration in the
Lankan state. Foreign
and Vellupillai Prabhakaran
North
and
East.
The
affairs, customs, the
signed the long-awaited peace
Administration will have farmonetary
policy,
agreement. Last night in Oslo,
reaching
powers
on
national
infrastructure
both parties managed to clear
infrastructure, tax, education
and
the
rights
of
the final stumbling blocks and
and
cultural
affairs,
but
shook hands at the press
country-wide
interests
like
minorities
are
conference.
customs and monetary policy
preserved
for
the
The agreement will not require
remain at a national level.
national state.
a change in the Sri Lankan
Earlier this week, the Supreme

CBK Signs Peace

constitution,
the
President
stated.
The agreement preserves the Sri
Lankan unitary state, but

Court endorsed the extraconstitutional
agreement,
stating that the doctrine of
necessity is valid.

The
Northeastern
region will create a
Regional
Interim
Authority that has the
authority over health-care, rehabilitation, education, natural resources and
law and order. While the ceasefire is reaffirmed, gradual military downsizing
is only scheduled for 2008. Both sides agree on ‘essential demobilisation’.
High security zones in the North and East will eventually be shrunk or
dismantled, internally displaced people (IDPs) and refugees will return and
the military wing of the LTTE will assume the status of an armed Tamil police
force.
Thinakkural, 10 April, 2005

Selling the deal

Batticaloa MP killed in shooting

As the deal is signed in Oslo, the
country
initially
runs
into
disarray.
The
Muslims,
the
Bhikkus and JVP hardliners cry
havoc. Following violent incidents
in the East and the deep South
and the assassination of key
middle-level
politicians,
the
forces are deployed and curfew is
installed in various areas. Suppressing resistance, ‘marketing’ the deal and
distracting the national debate, the President aims to win time, normalise the
country and gradually co-opt dissenting voices as the peace benefits kick in.
In the media, she projects an Indian conspiracy masterminding the riots. The
secret service, she states, has revealed attempts to assassinate her, thus
legitimising considerable use of force. In addition, she initiates a media
campaign on the future benefits of the peace deal and propagates her victory
BATTICALOA. M. Aziz Abdul, MP Batticaloa district,
was killed in a shooting outside his residence
yesterday afternoon. An unidentified gunman riding a
motorbike fired directly at the MP killing him
immediately. No other persons were wounded.
Despite the peace agreement signed last month,
violence has increased in the Eastern province. Several
incidents have been reported within this short period.
Batticaloa police are further investigating the matter.
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in preserving the Sri Lankan state. Returning army soldiers are received with
extravagant ceremonies in their villages.
While the government tries to induce reluctant
resignation among critical components of the
population, the country makes international
headlines
with
the
inauguration
of
the
Northeastern Regional Interim Authority and the
return of displaced people. The LTTE formalises
its administrative structures and allows for a
symbolic return of Muslims to the Jaffna
peninsula. The dismantling of army camps in the
IDPs and refugees to return
North and East is taken as an opportunity for
Prabhakaran to deliver a speech and with a ceremony of Tamil dances and
music by school children, the land is returned to the former inhabitants.
Reaping the benefits
Capitalising on the international attention, the government launches a ‘white
lotus’ campaign and declares Sri Lanka a ‘Haven of Peace’ and the
contemporary ‘Garden of Eden’. As the situation stabilises, chauvinist Sinhala
elements lose their audience and national security issues disappear from
newspaper headlines. In this conducive context, the President manages to
arrange an unconstitutional change of the constitution. While Mahinda
Rajapakse becomes ceremonial President, she returns as Prime Minister with
full powers.
The Daily News, 19 November, 2006

Ranil axed, Karu crowned
COLOMBO. UNP leader
Ranil
Wickremasinghe
resigned as president of the
party. Earlier this week,
prominent UNP members
revealed that Ranil’s power
was crumbling. Faced with
sudden defeat the former
Prime Minister abdicated in
a stormy late night meeting
of the party yesterday.
On the verge of tears, Sri
Lanka’s one time youngest
ever cabinet minister came
out of Sirikotha and

announced to the press that
disgruntled party members
had
undermined
his
position and engineered his
collapse. “I gave forty years
of my life to this party and
brought it to its greatest
highlights in Sri Lankan
history, but the memory of
the UNP seems to be short.
The party capitulated to the
false
allure
of
Karu
Jayasuriya,” the veteran
politician uttered as he
stumbled into his car.
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Having failed to put up a fight
against
his
opponent’s
campaign and profit from the
popular discontent with the
peace deal, former Prime
Minister
Ranil
Wickremasinghe is forced to
resign and Karu Jayasuriya
becomes the new UNP leader.
The gentleman politician with
Buddhist roots propagates the
message that the LTTE is
violating the agreement, while
he forecasts an economic
disaster as the rupee remains
instable and investors shy
away
from
the
‘Marxist
government’.
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The year 2007 however, brings
The Hindu. 15 May, 2007
the country booming tourism.
The Southern economy revives
and the Muslims take their
JAFFNA. Eelam Air made its first flight from Jaffna to
share
as
the
Southeast
Chennai yesterday. New York investment banker Mr.
Rajaratnam, the executive director of Eelam Air,
becomes a hub for eco-tourism.
ceremoniously inaugurated the Boeing 136 with the
Connaissance de Ceylan opens
lighting of the oil lamp and the hoisting of the Tiger flag
a Spa in Arugam Bay. The
on the Palaly tarmac. The old boy of Jaffna Hindu
LTTE-dominated
Interim
College expressed his pride that Sri Lankan Tamils have
their own ‘national’ airline. ”A young man’s dream has
Authority
profits
from
the
finally come true,” he stated.
increased tax revenue in the
At Chennai airport, the Eelam Air plane was received
region and consolidates its
with applause. Eelam Air will maintain a daily service
position. Tamil diaspora start
between Jaffna and Tamil Nadu
investing in the North and with
the assistance of the German
government, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and other
agencies, rehabilitation takes off. Emigrated Tamils return and high castes
re-assume their position in the socio-economic and cultural life of the North.
Jaffna regains its dominant position in the production of palmyrah and fish.
Eelam Air initiates a daily flight service with Chennai. The seat of the
Regional Interim Authority in Trincomalee’s Fort Frederick becomes a popular
attraction for the few tourists, foreign journalists and investors that make it
to the Eastern harbour town.

Eelam Air maiden flight

Mounting tensions
However, at the eve of the peace agreement’s third anniversary, the hard
nuts still remain to be cracked. Apart from symbolic gestures, the military
status quo has remained unchanged. Under the terms of the agreement,
demobilisation and gradual dismantling of military installations was to
commence in 2008.
Tension rises as rumours circulate that the Tigers have in fact increased their
military presence. Though the movement denies any involvement, a suicide
bomber jacket is found in Wellawatte. UNP leader Karu launches a vicious
media campaign against the ‘dangerous misconduct of Prime Minister
Chandrika’. In response to government accusations, the LTTE complains
about the human rights abuses of the Sri Lankan forces in the North. Also,
they accuse the government of deliberately delaying the downsizing of the
Palaly high security zone and flying in additional military equipment. A
formerly unknown Muslim group takes the forefront in the Eastern town
Sammanthurai and calls for ‘Islamic self-determination’. Following the catch
of an LTTE boat carrying arms close to the coast of Mullaitivu, a Sri Lanka Air
Force commodore is quoted in the newspapers blaming the government for
taking a soft stance. ‘The forces are prepared to protect the country, but in
the absence of the political will to enforce the ceasefire agreement, we have
no other option than to stand by and closely monitor the situation,’ he says.
Traditional Buddhist stories, like the Mahavamsa chapters on king
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Dutthagamini and the defeat of the
Tamil king Elara, move to the
forefront of the country’s political
debate,
when
archaeologists
discover previously unknown ruins in
Arunadhapura.

BBC News, 28 September 2008

Sri Lankan Muslims group
demands self-determination
COLOMBO. As Sri Lanka celebrates its third
anniversary of peace, ethnic tension continues.
The Muslims, who form a majority in parts of the
East, demand self-determination. Taking the
forefront in the Eastern town of Sammanthurai, a
newly formed group is protesting against the
actions and decisions of the government and the
LTTE. “Peace never came for Eastern Muslims.
Our situation has worsened,” stated a young
member of this group, Muslims for SelfDetermination (MSD).
In the past few months, MSD has expanded in
size and is now moving out of Sammanthurai to
other Eastern towns and villages. Until now, the
government and LTTE have ignored these
uprisings. Yet, the group is determined to
continue.

Sustaining the peace

Fearing a scenario of body bags
arriving in Southern villages as the
2010 ballot boxes are put in
position, the Prime Minister shies
away from a full-blown war. She
blames the international monitoring
mission for being too lenient and
accuses the UNP of ‘inciting violence’
and ‘threatening national security’.
The LTTE meanwhile fears to lose its
international recognition and spoil the prosperity that has come to the Tamil
nation. Tension eases slightly when ceremonial President Mahinda Rajapakse
shakes hands with the Chairman of the Interim Administration, Mr. S.P.
Tamilselvan. With symbolic military gestures of goodwill and vague
assurances about future demobilisation further hostilities are prevented, but
checkpoints re-emerge and security forces remain in a high state of alert.
The Prime Minister’s position is strong
enough to overcome the unrest in the
country. After several years of relative
peace and prosperity, the popular
support base for a resumption of armed
combat has shrunk. Army veterans
Symbolic damage control by Rajapakse
become active in a campaign against
and Tamilselvan
the war-minded critics of the peace
deal. Former soldiers with mine injuries
deliver powerful pacifistic speeches at a rally in the Sugathadasa Stadium
and elsewhere in the country.
Serious damage has been done, however, to the Prime Minister’s earlier
image as a firm Sinhala stateswoman and she falls prey to election
propaganda of the opposition. Though the UNP does not oppose the peace
deal in itself, Karu Jayasuriya launches a campaign against the weak stance
of the government and the poor implementation of the agreement. The 2010
elections mark the political retirement of the Prime Minister who has led the
country for 16 subsequent years as the JVP maintains its position and the
UNP and the Sri Lanka Muslim Congress (SLMC) gain a fragile victory. With
the change of administration, the process continues unabated. Despite
political rhetoric from Sinhala hard-liners, violent incidents in the East and a
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2004

Violent incidents in the East
Economic decline

2005

Deal between government and LTTE
Regional Interim Authority inaugurated

2006

President ‘sells’ the deal
UNP leader resigns

2007

Tourism booms
LTTE consolidates its position

2008

Accusations on demobilisation and HSZs
Threat of military escalation

2009

2010

Concessions from both sides

SLFP loses elections
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failure to properly address the
military issues, the peace deal
is nevertheless sustained and
gradually gains acceptance
among the Southern masses
and the inhabitants of the
relatively
autonomous
Northeastern region.
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Scenario 3 – A Federal Ceylon
The United National Party and the People’s Alliance sign a powersharing agreement. Faced with economic depression and a budgetary
squeeze, peace talks resume. This results in an Interim Authority for
the Northeast and an Interim Constitution. Civil society groups from
around the country unite in the Ceylon Citizen’s Movement. As the
interim agreement comes into being, donors deliver their funds and
the government launches a pro-federalist campaign under the slogan
‘Ceylon is cool’.
Careful rapprochement
With the United National Party (UNP) weakened by the last parliamentary
elections and the President unable to firmly consolidate a parliamentarian
majority and a stable cabinet, Sri Lanka
finds itself in a political stalemate. Though
both parties persist in publicly criticising
each other, the UNP and the People’s
Alliance (PA) enter into a low-profile secret
dialogue. Mutual trust is low, but faced with
immediate challenges, the parties in due
time succeed in establishing a power-sharing
agreement.
A secret alliance
Meanwhile, the Sri Lankan economy heads for the worst. The international oil
price increases and key export products like tea and textiles meet fierce
international competition. In desperate need for funds, the two major Sinhala
parties agree to approach the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) for a
resumption of negotiations. Sticking to their earlier promise to re-enter the
process if the government would get its act together, the Tigers turn up in
Brussels, where the first round of talks is held.
Following two years of ceasefire and numerous
improvements in the Northeastern region, the
movement tries to avoid a resumption of armed
hostilities. Though the ‘Karuna crisis’ has largely
been curbed, the Tigers also realise that many
Eastern cadres are not motivated to leave their
home ground and enter the trenches of the Vanni
Tigers and government at
to ‘fight for the North’. They realise that a
peace talks in Brussels
structural agreement may be within reach, given
the shape of the government: weak, but united.
Without immediate challenges to their hegemony, they are slightly less
adamant on realising their original proposal of an Interim Self Governing
Authority (ISGA) and are prepared to compromise on parts of it.
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An agreement emerges on the rough contours of a new, temporary Sri
Lankan Constitution. Leaving open the chapter on power sharing, the interim
legal framework touches on civil rights, a reform of the parliamentary system
and electoral reform. Also, an Interim Administration is included as a
possibility.
Citizens’ movement
Traditional criticasters start their tirades,
but in the midst of angered political
rhetoric a new socio-political movement
emerges in the country. Significant actors
from
different
regions
and
ethnic
backgrounds join hands and establish the
Ceylon
Citizens’
Movement
(CCM).
Accumulating the voice of leading civil
society organisations, academics, student
leaders, the private sector and women
organisations, the movement becomes a
meaningful actor in the national debate.

The Hindu, 12 January 2006

LTTE re-admits Karuna
The LTTE will re-admit ‘colonel’ Karuna to
the movement. If the former Tiger
commander in Eastern Sri Lanka appeals to
the LTTE headquarters, he will be installed
as a member of honour. This was posted
late last night at the LTTE-driven website
Tamilnet.
Karuna was excommunicated from the
movement when he turned against the
central leadership in 2004. The formerly
esteemed military commander then stated
that the Eastern Tamils would decide upon
their own future, but the uprising was
crushed within weeks by the LTTE.
Karuna’s location has been an issue of
speculation since then and remains unclear
until today.

The CCM provides a forum for enhanced
recognition
of
minorities.
Careful
reference is made to the role of the
Eastern
Tamils,
the
Muslims
and
Sinhalese minorities in the North and
East. Increasingly confident about its future position and political recognition,
the LTTE is more amenable to these concerns.
Daily News, 2 March 2005
Having largely secured their position, the
Muslims admitted movement softens its stance and recognises the
regional interests of the Batticaloa and Ampara
to peace talks
region. Though care is taken that Karuna remains
At the next round of peace
inactive, the LTTE symbolically re-admits ‘the lost
talks
between
the
son’ and the needs of the East become a separate
government and the LTTE,
item at the negotiation table.
one seat will be reserved for
the Muslims. They will not be
a signatory to a future peace
agreement, but have a
consultative status. At the
negotiations, the delegation
will have the right to
introduce issues to the
agenda and voice their
concerns. This was stated in a
joint government-LTTE press
release yesterday as the
Norwegian
delegation
concluded
a
five
day
intermediate visit to Sri
Lanka.

Though the joint government parties and the LTTE
remain the key parties to the table, the opposition,
civil society groups and the estate Tamils are
granted a consultative status in the process,
facilitated by Norway. The second round of talks
results
in
more
clarity
on
the
Interim
Administration and sets the stage for the
disbursement of the long-awaited donor funding.
Donor support
According to the Tokyo promises, foreign countries
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and development banks generously support the political developments and
the Sri Lankan private sector regains its faith in the future. The economy
bounces up and the diapora starts investing in their original homeland.
Rehabilitation of war-affected areas shifts to a higher gear. The remaining
Tamil refugees in Tamil Nadu return with help from the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and people displaced within the country
return to their villages or settle elsewhere.
Daily News, 30 February 2006

Government plan gets mass funding
Foreign donors will shortly
disburse large sums of
money to Sri Lanka. The
Poverty Reduction Stability
Credit of the World Bank
and the Poverty Reduction
Growth Facility of the
International
Monetary
Fund will soon be available
to the government.
Though the formal press
statement
of
both
institutions are still to be
released,
government

sources confirm the good
news.
The funding is a result of
the
Poverty
Reduction
Strategy (PRS) formulated
by the government earlier
this year. The document
titled ‘Sustaining Sri Lanka’
maps out the government
economic
policies
and
rehabilitation plans in the
North and East.

Pamphlet posted at a wall in Matara, May 2006.

Beware!
The Colombo-7 conspiracy has set the stage to betray Sri
Lanka. Disregarding centuries of rich Sinhala-Buddhist
culture, the sinister collaboration of Chandrika and Ranil
will crush the Sri Lankan national state and inflict severe
damage on our culture and interests. Infringing on our
national sovereignty, foreign entities have bribed the selfinterested political leaders into a pact with the Tamil
terrorists. An integral part of our traditional soil will be
sold out and the terrorists will consolidate their position.
All necessary means are legitimised to halt this grave
injustice.

Consultations for Sri Lanka’s
second
Poverty
Reduction
Strategy Paper commence
and result in ‘Sustaining Sri
Lanka’. With the exception of
a few critical remarks about
the government budget and
inflation,
the
Joint
Staff
Assessment of the World
Bank and the International
Monetary Fund is positive and
Sri Lanka gains access to
substantial funding from the
Poverty Reduction Growth
Facility
and
the
Poverty
Reduction Stability Credit. As
the economy expands and
poverty decreases, Sri Lanka
is quoted as a promising
emerging
market
for
international investment.
Constitutional change

Having finalised technicalities,
the proposal for an interim
constitution is finally brought
to Parliament for approval.
Having overcome elementary
obstacles
in
the
powersharing process, both the UNP and the PA support the proposal and the
constitution is passed. A few disgruntled parliamentarians call on the nation
not to accept the ‘sell out of the Sinhala state and history’. They discern a
conspiracy of Ranil and Chandrika, but the alarmist headings in the
newspapers soon give way to new priorities. The economy grows and highprofile internationals visit the country in support of the peace agreement.
Even more media attention is drawn to the victory of the Sri Lankan cricket
team against India. The Indian-Sri Lankan derby turns out to be spectacular
by all means. Tension rises towards the end of the match and the entire
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CCM advertisement in the Daily Mirror, 12 June 2006

- Announcement The Ceylon Citizens’ Movement congratulates the Sri Lankan
cricket team with their lightning victory against the Indians.
This week’s match showed the world the might of Sri Lanka
unified in one team. As Tamil, Sinhala, Muslim and Burgher
citizens of Ceylon, we feel united and inspired by the consorted
actions of our national players. Let their victory be a guiding
dream for the future generations of Ceylon.

nation gasps every time
Tamil
bowler
Muttiah
Muralitharan tortures the
Northern giant with his
miraculous spin bowls. In
the
papers,
the
CMM
capitalises
on the Sri
Lankan
victory
to
propagate
inter-ethnic
unity.

In the course of time a new ‘political wind’ gathers force in the country. With
a sustained power-sharing agreement between the UNP and the PA, a new
set of politicians gains prominence. In both parties, the younger generation
gradually captures influential
Fragment from an article in the International Journal
positions. Some of them
of Political Science, October 2009.
become icons of new style
Sri Lankan politics. Fed by
the changes in civil society,
a more accountable form of
politics emerges as the
The emerging political culture prevailing in Sri Lanka can be
pursuance of narrow party
seen as a revival of the nationalist movement of the
interests starts giving way
nineteenth century. Following the establishment of the
to
issues
of
national
Cameron-Colebrook Commission in 1833, the different ethnic
interest. Even corruption in
groups of the country collaborated in their political campaign
government
services
against the British colonial rulers. Decisions by relative
consensus were a common phenomenon in the political
reduces, as a less partisan
practice at the time.
political culture emerges.

Revived nationalism after
Sri Lanka’s lost century

Mainstreaming
federalism

In the twentieth century, ethno-nationalist movements
dominated Sri Lanka’s political reality. Already during the
last decades of British rule, the independence movement
started to propagate Sinhalisation, rather than nationalism.
With the escalation of a civil war in 1983, ethnic identities
became the unchallenged ordering principle of politics and
authoritarian structures prevailed in all political movements
of the country.
Only in recent years, Sri Lanka’s lost century has come to an
end. The foundation of the Ceylon Citizen’s Movement is an
icon of the new political winds blowing in the country. After
a hundred years of fragmentation, the Sri Lankan
independence movement has rejoined hands and consensusbased politics prevails among the country’s ethnic groups.

As
time
goes
by,
mainstream politics sideline
more radical elements of the
Sri Lankan political elite.
Faced with a
shrinking
electoral base, the Janatha
Vimukthi Peramuna adopts a
more moderate agenda. In a
series of turbulent meetings
of the Politburo, some hard-line leaders and their supporters walk out and
find themselves in the margin of political debate. The Sangha increasingly
embraces the principle of separating religion and politics. Highly esteemed
monks withdraw from the political scene and devote themselves to spiritual
enlightenment.
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The LTTE Peace Secretariat is expanded and a large number of cadres is
trained for civilian tasks. The political wing takes
prominence in the movement and is among the
closest circle of advisors to Tiger leader Prabakharan.
The Sri Lanka Muslim Congress (SLMC) gratefully
avails itself of the opportunities of consensusoriented politics. Though the Muslims only have a
consultative status at the negotiation table of the
peace talks, Muslim leaders manage to get their
Tourists arrive at Katunayake
views out and broker safeguards for minority rights.
Divergences within the SLMC
move to the background and
2004
Political stalemate in Colombo
Muslim-dominated
commerce
booms
in
the
Southeast.
Power sharing agreement PA-UNP
Elsewhere,
Muslim
jewellery
2005
Flexibility within LTTE
shops profit from the rising
Agreement on Interim Constitution
purchasing power of the Sri
Lankan populace and the large
2006
CCM takes prominence
number of tourist touching down
Minorities get seat at peace talks
at Katunayake.
2007
Donors reward process with major funds
By that time the interim
constitution
has
functioned
Minor protest against agreement
successfully for half a decade.
2008
A ‘new political wind’
Attempts are made to stir up
political debate on contested
More moderate JVP
components
of
the
legal
2009
Sangha abandons politics
framework and radical groups
Final constitution approved
instigate riots to derail the
process as the date approaches
2010
Ceylon is cool campaign
for Parliament to grant the
interim
constitution
a
permanent status. However, with the PA-UNP co-operation in place, the
required two-third majority is assured and the law passes without much
difficulty.
By that decision, the interim administration of the Northeast becomes a
structural authority. Sri Lanka officially becomes a federation with relative
autonomy for the Northeastern region. In an attempt to close a forty years’
period of disarray and hostility, the constitution re-adopts the country’s
traditional name Ceylon, that was symbolic of a preethnicised past united in the fight against foreign
oppression.
To compound the newly established federal nation, the
government launches a campaign to emphasise the
country’s traditional roots and peaceful relations
between population groups. Drawing from the people’s
Picture from the Ceylon
is cool promotion video
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common history, a contemporary slogan is found to appeal to the next
generation: ‘Ceylon is cool’.
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Scenario 4 – Conceded Fragmentation
Political paralysis in Colombo persists and economic depression
strikes. In a context of deteriorating security and mutual accusations
between the government and the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam
(LTTE), last ditch efforts to resume dialogue prove futile. The LTTE
conquers Jaffna and the government retaliates in the East. History
repeats itself as the LTTE and the government reach a mutually
hurting stalemate. Under international pressure, they commence EUmediated peace talks. Resigning to the status quo, they accept the
lowest common denominator of a ‘unitary state’ comprising two
autonomous entities with mutually exclusionary policies. This trend
is reinforced within these entities as well, as sub-regional
communities assume some degree of autonomy on the basis of group
identities and grievances.
Domestic and international pressures
Unable to establish firm political control, the
government faces increasing difficulties. Parliament
rejects the annual budget in a turbulent session. The
meeting constitutes the unloading of simmering
political
resentment
towards
the
government
especially, but also among the opposition parties
themselves. Different parliamentarians lose their
temper and insult colleagues in language ‘unbefitting a
people’s representative’. At the dramatic climax of the
session, one speaker curses the Bhikkus, causing the
monks to walk out of the meeting. While the
A constable stands
international press speaks of ‘Caucasian scenes’ in the
guard as Bhikkus
country’s parliament, large numbers of angry
protest
Sinhalese head for the streets.
The budget problem becomes more
The Island, 8 October, 2004
acute when Sri Lanka is struck by an
economic
depression.
Careless
Teachers join massive strike
monetary policies push inflation up
MATARA.
The
railway employees and
to double-digit numbers, while
massive strike of civil
workers of the Electriunemployment rises rapidly. Public
servants in the South
city Board – marched
sector salaries fall far behind what is
of the country is
through the streets and
heading for a climax.
demanded payment of
needed to survive, and a general
Schools and universitheir salaries.
strike among civil servants cripples
ties in the Galle and
Some of them did not
the country for three subsequent
Matara District almost
receive a wage since
weeks.
completely shut down
last
May.
Several
as
teachers
and
lecturers took to the
streets.
The angered protesters
– among them nurses,

marchers
suffered
minor injuries when
police forces prevented
them from entering the
town hall.

In the mean time, the world is
appalled by a heavy car bomb in
Saudi Arabia. Among the 43 deaths
are two members of the royal family
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and one Sri Lankan migrant worker. The oil price surges and stock exchanges
throughout the world are reaching a five-year low. Sri Lanka watches in awe
as large numbers of Asian workers leave Saudi Arabia, among them many Sri
Lankans. As despaired faces of returning fellow countrymen regularly appear
on television, the influx of remittances shrinks significantly. Partly due to an
unsustainable policy of subsidising oil products, the President finds herself in
a financial squeeze and finally has to abolish subsidies on petrol and essential
commodities. As a result, social unrest spreads further and trade union
protests clash with the police.
Reuters, 19 November, 2004

Following the tragedy in Saudi Arabia,
the global ‘anti-terrorism’ discourse
intensifies and the tone of the White
House
toughens.
The
American
President coins the ‘Temptation of
Terror – Victory of Freedom’ campaign,
calling on fighters throughout the world
to ‘rejoin the civilised world’. The LTTE
feels the heat of the international
rhetoric, whereas the Sri Lankan
government tries to take advantage of
the international critical mood vis-à-vis
real or imagined terrorists.

Killings in East Sri Lanka
COLOMBO. Seventeen maimed bodies were
found in Muthur, Eastern Sri Lanka. All of
the deaths are allegedly Muslim inhabitants
of the town. The Sri Lankan government has
confirmed the massacre and accused the
separatist Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam
(LTTE) of breaking the ceasefire.
The militants signed the ceasefire February
2002, after twenty years of ethnic war. In the
peace talks that followed, the movement
abandoned its demand for a separate state,
but no final agreement was reached.
Recently, hostilities have flared up again.
Especially in the East of the country – where
Tamils, Sinhalese en Muslims cohabitate –
mysterious murders and disappearances are
increasingly common.
The LTTE denied any involvement with
yesterday’s Muslim corpses and referred to a
‘Third Force’. Rumours about Indian
involvement circulate, sources in the East of
the country say.

As the Tigers increase recruitment and
military movement, partly in response
to an alleged plot between the
President and Karuna, the security
situation deteriorates, especially in the
East of the country. The President
poses an ultimatum and puts the
security forces into the highest state of
alert. A breakdown of the ceasefire is looming and the opposition calls for a
debate. The President, however, dissolves Parliament. Violent incidents occur
near Trincomalee targeting the Muslim population. The LTTE blames the
event on a ‘third force’, but the
government accuses the Tigers.

Security forces in highest state of alert

Towards the donors, the Tigers reiterate
their willingness to resume negotiations
and appeal for direct funding by the
international community. In a special
meeting in London, Anton Balasingham
explains, however, that the movement is
forced to prepare for the worst, as a result
of the government stance. A hesitant donor
community expresses concern with recent
developments and calls on both parties to
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prevent a military escalation. Though humanitarian assistance agencies
increase their preparedness, the provision of large-scale funding is
compromised. In a press conference, the special envoy of the European
Union (EU) states that Tokyo is about to become an anachronism. Given the
demand for assistance elsewhere in the world - Afghanistan, Iraq and East
Africa are mentioned as example - he states that the promised budgets
cannot be reserved for Sri Lanka much longer in the absence of a sustainable
peace.
The economic position of the country is further troubled by the hesitance of
foreign tourists to spend their holiday in a country of political turmoil.
Government reassurances - ´the Southern beaches and hill country are
completely safe´- are soon forgotten, when press pictures of forces being
deployed in Colombo spread around the world.
Breakdown of peace
In a final attempt to prevent a fourth Sri Lankan war, a Norwegian delegation
visits the presidential residence and the LTTE headquarters in Kilinochchi.
Within a day it becomes clear, however, that the efforts are in vain. The
Norwegians issue a statement that both parties ‘remain hesitant to
recommence a dialogue’. In the current constellation there is insufficient
basis for Norwegian involvement, the delegation’s spokesperson explains to
the press assembled at Katunayake airport
upon the team’s return from the Vanni. That
same day, the President is quoted in the
papers to have told the Norwegians that:
“the Sri Lankan government will not bow.
The terrorists will be brought to their knees.”
The Sri Lanka Monitoring Mission (SLMM) is
sidelined as the parties do no longer feel
committed to the ceasefire agreement (CFA),
though none of them formally renounce it.
Norwegians pull out
Shortly after the departure of the Norwegians, large-scale hostilities break
out. Abandoning the ceasefire, the LTTE launches an attack on the Jaffna
peninsula. As the Tigers move westward, the army strategically retreats and
burns or destroys all they leave behind. The forces re-consolidate around the
high security zone (HSZ), North of Jaffna town, and try to prepare a counter
attack. However, the Tamil cadres push forward and trap the remaining
government forces in the HSZ. In what comes to be known as Sri Lanka’s
‘Dunkirk’, the Sri Lankan government appeals to the Indians for assistance
and in a major air- and sea-lift the shambled Sinhala soldiers face a
humiliating defeat.
As the soldiers return to the South, Sinhala gangs orchestrate pogroms
against Tamils living in the South. A curfew is installed in Colombo and large
groups of Tamils flee the city and seek cover elsewhere in the country. All
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movement
to
LTTE
controlled
areas
is
severely restricted and
an
immediate
humanitarian
disaster
strikes. Due to the
extensive
list
of
prohibited
items,
enforced
by
the
Ministry of Defense, UN
agencies
and
nongovernmental
organisations
are
largely unable to offer
relief to the needy.

The Daily News, 14 November, 2006

Tigers suffer heavy losses
Army: Strategic airlift traps terrorists
COLOMBO. Terrorist forces
have suffered heavy losses in
Pallai and Nagar Kovil last
night. Breaking the ceasefire,
the Tamil Tigers intruded
government positions, but were
forced to retreat. Army sources
state that 243 cadres were killed
in the battle.
As the militants fled, the Sri
Lanka Army and Air Force
launched a strategic airlift of
troops to trap them. In close
collaboration with the Indian
Air Force, the soldiers moved
southward to open a second
front in the enemy’s back. Sri

Lanka and India stand united in
the fight against South Asian
terrorists, the Indian Prime
Minister stated earlier this
week.
LTTE attacks have caused
considerable distress to the local
population on the Jaffna
peninsula. Recently, the
International Committee of the
Red Cross (ICRC) released a
statement accusing the Tigers of
violations of the Geneva
Conventions.
Rapes and killings of civilians
have been reported in the East
of the country.

The
government
is
under large pressure to
save
its
face
and
retaliate to the Tiger
offensive,
but
a
recapture of Jaffna is
militarily unfeasible. Months after the attack, the forces strike in the East and
the coastal strip between Batticaloa and Trincomalee falls to the government.
The Tigers thus find their territory split into two, with no easy ways to move
between the East and the North of the country. Mass displacement occurs in
the region. Muslims, Tamils and Sinhalese arrive in Polonaruwa and
Habarana.

Government forces return at
Ratmalana airport

Using guerrilla warfare tactics, the Tigers
persistently destabilise the coast South of
Trinco, but fail to re-establish control. Largescale brutalities occur in the neighbourhoods
of Muthur and Vakarai. Muslims are
intimidated and occasionally massacred. ICRC
reports the atrocities and calls on both parties
to respect the Geneva Conventions. Major
actors in the international community publicly
denounce the committed cruelties.

Despite or perhaps thanks to the war,
national elections result in a victory for the Sri Lanka Freedom Party. With
effective control in the Cabinet, in Parliament and the Presidency, the party
takes firm political control of the country. Militarily, however, the government
faces considerable problems. With an economic malaise at hand, a
continuous flow of body bags from the East and the ‘Dunkirk’ defeat fresh in
mind, maintaining the war effort becomes increasingly suicidal and the
government is in desperate need of stability.
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Stalemate and compromise
Faced with a mutually hurting stalemate, both parties scale down their
military activity in due course. Ambushes and clashes continue, but major
offensives come to a halt as both parties take time to regroup and
consolidate their position. Eventually, the time seems ripe for renewed
international engagement. This time the Presidency of the European Union
initiates the mediation process. The EU has been able to maintain
communications with both parties over time. The Norwegians, the US and
Japan back this initiative, as all of these actors on their own face limitations
in establishing contacts or regaining sufficient confidence of both parties.
However,
having
suffered
Fragments of presidential speech on
considerable losses, both parties
Rupavahini television channel
are more inclined to compromise
than
during
earlier
peace
National interest must prevail
processes, as they have come to
“Sri Lanka is a multiparty democracy and we must
realise that a sustainable military
cherish our ability to enter into debate. But we can
not afford to lose this historic opportunity to
solution is unfeasible. In desperate
safeguard the future prosperity of Sri Lanka.”
need to sooth the grievances of
“All responsible parties must stand united and serve
their
constituencies,
peace
the national interest. Sri Lanka has reached its finest
negotiations commence. In an
hour. After two and a half decade of national
hardship and division, peace has come within
unprecedented
move,
the
reach.”
President
invites
the
main
“I call on all parties to consider a National Alliance.
opposition to unite in this ‘hour of
Our joint strengths and virtues will secure our
truth’ and offers them some key
national unity and reconciliation.”
cabinet portfolios. The formation of
a government of national unity
helps facilitate the outcome of the negotiations as the
Tigers have more confidence in a bipartisan approach than
in only dealing with a PA-dominated government. In a
process of slow confidence building, incidental hiccups,
escalations and de-escalations, the parties gradually move
forward. The talks do not derail, partly due to less than
subtle donor pressure and partly due to well-understood
self-interests and a tacit and reluctant acceptance of the
status quo.
‘Finest hour’

Having lost part of the Eastern coast - ‘the heart of the
homeland’ - the Tigers are more inclined to compromise and accept some
significant adjustments to their original proposal on the Interim SelfGoverning Administration (ISGA). In the end, the LTTE and the government
sign an agreement. Though Sri Lanka remains officially a unitary state, there
is a basic understanding and acceptance of the fact that it will comprise two
different, fairly autonomous areas, maintaining their own exclusive policies.
The consensus reached is in fact the lowest common denominator, muddling
along with the status quo. Even the donor community seems to resign to
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what has been called in the Sinhala newspapers ‘the Balkanisation’ of the
country.
Sub-regional fragmentation
The exclusive nature of the two major polities leads to further sub-regional
assertiveness, where subgroups struggle for their own claims and to a certain
degree succeed in realising them. Muslims succeed to establish their own
non-contiguous administrative
Fragment from a report of the Trincomalee office
system under the larger LTTE
of an international NGO
dispensation
in
Kalmunai,
Sammanthurai and elsewhere
in the Southeast. Similar
“Work in the region is increasingly hampered by the
developments occur around
fragmentation of governance and particularistic agendas.
Pockets of relative unity provide a relatively workable
Puttalam and Mannar. With
context, but in some towns and villages it has become
Eelam effectively torn into two
unclear who exactly is in charge.
due to the presence of the
In Kantale, for example, Muslim, Tamil and Sinhala entities
government forces at the East
exist side by side. Overarching government structures have
become façades and co-ordination requires continuous
coast, for some time the
discussions with all parties at stake.
relative autonomy of the
Project results are affected. Wells remain unused due to
Eastern Tamils has increased.
intimidation between groups. Materials disappear from
Leading
academics
and
warehouses and none of the authorities pretend to know
anything. Violence against IDPs and among ethnic groups
religious leaders articulate
are common, but it remains ambiguous who the culprits
‘Eastern views’ in a more
are.”
explicit manner than before
and
Karuna’s
short-lived
insurgency of 2003 becomes a
legendary
source
of
inspiration. In the South,
2004
Economic crisis
provinces controlled by the
Public sector strikes
Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna
2005
LTTE calls for direct funding
(JVP) strengthen their grip on
local
governance.
Violent
Peace talks fail
clashes on and around the
2006
LTTE takes Jaffna
estates in the hill country
Pogroms against Tamils in South
become
frequent
as
the
Indian Tamils take a firmer
2007
EU mediation
stance
to
defend
their
Government of national unity
interests. With the support of
2008
Tiger-government agreement
the military forces in the
region, Sinhala settlements
Emerging sub-regional identities
North of Polonaruwa and in
2009
the Ampara region live in
‘Candies’ for Muslims and other
minorities
relative
autonomy
and
isolation.
2010
Exclusionary fragmentation

Particularistic agendas

Though formal safeguards as
to the exact status of minorities both in the Northeast and elsewhere seem to
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be absent, these evolving ‘Bantustans’ seem to represent the only possible
outcome in a situation where consensus meant little more than to accept the
political and military status quo, while aspiring to maintain an exclusionary
political culture based on the own group’s perspectives, interests and
privileges or grievances.
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